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ABSTRACT 

Seismic data are conventionally recorded, .. proce~sed· and. 
. . . 

displ~yed in. the X-T dom~in, whereX f.s t~i source-receiver. off'set 

and. T is th~ two-way traveltime •. ,·. There; ar,e advantaies, however, in 

111app:i.ng the same. data in a. dif.(erent domain; that of intero~pt time 't 

and horizontal ray parameter p. Computer programs .written for 

performing the transformation from X-T to ~ -p were adapted for use 

with marine data acquired in the western Isles region of Scotland 

in order to obtain information about the velocity structure in that 

area. The results obtained are compared with those produced by the 

more conventional methods of refraction surveying and it is found 

that the data are of insufficient quality to facilitate a geological 

interpretation to be made with the~ -p method alone and that the 

method is of no use with the poorest quality data. Recourse to the 

conventional methods is found to be necessary, and the results 

obtained verify previous results from other work. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The seismic method of exploration is based on recording the 

response with time of the subsurface to excitation. ·Consequently, 

·~. ~ ! 
'· 

methods of analysis and interpretation have developed arou~d t!te · · 

observational parameters that may be controlled or monitored:> thes.e 

are the source-receiver offset·x, and the two-way traveltimeT. 

Modern techniques of wide-aperture, multichannel, marine seismic 

data acquisition to investigate deep cnstal structure (Savi t, 1977; 

Stoffa and Buhl, 1980) have resulted in data. sets that include both 

wide-angle reflections and refractions. In shallow crustal studies 

(hydrocarbon exploration, for example) it is standard practice at 

the processing stage to mute the refracted arrivals, as it is only 

the near-vertical incidence reflections which are of interest. In 

deep ocean seismic surveys, such as deep crustal studies, it is 

the refra:cted arrivals which are easiest to obtain. Usually 

reflections and refractions are treated differently, even \oJhen they 

are both present in the same data.set. It would be preferable from 

the viewpoints of scientific elegance and practicality, if there 

existed a method of interpretation that could be applied to both 

types of arrival simultaneously. This appears difficult to achieve 

in the X-T plane, primarily because of the fact that for refraction 

work, T may be a multi-valued function of X. 

A new plane which is able to unfold the multiplicities in 

X-T refraction data by virtue of being a single - valued function 

of an independent parameter has been suggested by Gerver and 

Markushevich (1966). The new dependent parameter is the intercept 

time '1 The ray parameter p may be defined as the inverse of 

the horizontal phase velocity, or horizontal slowness ~nd by Snell's 

law may be shown to remain constant along the ray. The intercept 

time'L, is the value of the intercept on the time axis of a tangent 

to the traveltime curve of gTadient p. 
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CH.APTER 1 

1.1. Introduction 

The location of the survey area is beh1een the Outer Hebrides 

and the Inner Isles of Coll, Tiree and Rhum, with particular emphasis 

on the Skerryvore and the Sea of the Hebrides troughs. A map of the 

marine geology is shown (map 1). Seismic reflection surveys were 

conducted along the tracks shown in figures 17 and 18, and the 

locations along the lines from which data were used for this ',.,rork 

are indicated by the file numbers shown on the computer print-outs. 

The locations were selected so that study of three major rock tyues 

was possible. These were the Lewisian complex, the Mesozoic sediments 

and the Torridonian basement. 

Maps showing the marine geology of the area are given by Binns 

et al (1974), and Urusld (pers. comm.) from whom m'lp 1 is taken. All 

of the rock types described below outcrop enabling field observations 

to be made. Full accounts of the rock types encountered on the Inner 

Isles are given by Peach and Horne (1930), Richey and Thomas (1930) 

and Harker (1941). 

1.2. Geology 

The major controlling factors on the geology in the regipn are 

the Mine~, the Skerryvore and the Great Glen (or Dubh ~rtach) faults 

~hich run approximately north-east to south-wPst. The Minch and 

Ske:::-ryvore faults form the western margin of two asymmetric troughs 

that are filled with Doper Pal3eozoic and Mesozoic sediments 

underlain by Precambrian and Lower Palaeozoic rocks. 

There has beer s1;bsequent Tertiary i!'('neous- 1ctivi t:r ar.d cross-· 

faul tin.: that h1s h3d cmsiderable effect on the geology, the most 

obvio,;s res·:l t perhaps being the l·wa flows of M-:.;11 ani Sk·re. It is 
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this cross-faulting ·. as well as tilting. of the faul.ted Sea of the 

Hebrides trough that causes the older basement rocks to outcrop in 

places.~ 

The older rocks are. cov~red by a·; :r;elati:VeJ;y th~·n: 1~:r~r of younger ; 
' 'r'·. : .' •. :' ••. :· 

sediments with the facies distribution being primari.l;y' 'depend~mt on the 
-., • ·• ' . - .t ' .• ::,. ;! . _... . . ;'· . ,. ; ',"~ :: . : . . . • , .... ·, :;· . • •• 

water depth, the degree of exposUJ.'Ei ,td the prevaHi'ng -~outh~~esierlj 

swell and.~the relief of the bedrock surface. 

The rock types investigated are given below in chronologically 

ascending order. 

1.2.1. The Lewisian Complex. 

The Lewisian complex is an extensive formation in north-west 

Scotland that forms a basement of metamorphosed, intrusive igneous 

rocks which are mainly gneisses and highly metamorphosed sediments. 

The older sedimentary formations may be classified as being Pre-

Lewisian and include pure and impure calcareous rocks in addition to 

some pelites and some psammites. The gneisses were collectively 

termed the Lewisian gneiss by the Geological Survey and apply to the 

system of rocks that form the basement over which the Torridonian 

sediments were laid down. The rocks that constitute the Lewisian 

gneiss are Precambrian and are mainly coarse-grained, outcropping 

extensively in the riorth-west HL:hlands, parts of the Inner Hebrid'es 

and almost all of the Outer Hebrides to result in a complex of 

gneisses that were formed by a series of plutonic intrusions. They 

range from the oldest ultrabasic through to basic and intermediate, 

to the youngest, acidic rocks. The older basic rocks sho•..,. minera-

logical conversion, such as the altering of pyroxene to horneblende, 

as well as alteration due to the presence of later·, acidic " 

intrusions. 
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It was Hutton who originally proposed that the Lewisian gneiss 

was formed by the crystallisation of sedimentary formations by the 

action of heat, although this interpretation is now believed to be 

inaccurate in certain locations. 

The rock types that comprise the Lewisian gneiss are banded, 

and may thus be distinguished and classified as orthogneissPs, 

paragneisses, grey orthogneisses and dark orthogneisses. 

Other categories of rock types common in the Lewisian gneiss 

are feldspar-free rocks, calcified orthogneisses and the younger, 

coarse pegmatites • 

1.2.?. The Torridonian 

The TorridJnian sequence is composed of Precambrian red sand

stones, [rits, conglomerates and breccias that lie unconformably on 

the Lewisian gneiss. The arenaceo1.s rocks that constitute this senu-

ence w-~re named 'Torridonian' by Nicol, ':Jho succeeded in disting

uishing them from the Old Red Sandstone formation oP the Silurian 

and Devonian. They outcrop extensively around L~ch Tor"idon in 

west Ross-shire as well as on Rhum and Skye. In the lower pa~ts are 

fl3ggy or shaly beds that are succeeded by grey gr:ts with the bulk of 

the thickness being due to arkoses that are often coarse with pebbly 

bands. These sediments are believed to have been laid down in 

continental conditions and the divisions of the Torrid0nian are 

described by the Geologic8l Survev and :=tre the :Ciabaoi.g group, the 

Aprlecross grour, and t:e Aultbea grouo, in ascending or1er. 
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l. 2.3 The Mesozoic Sediments 

This group of sediments lie unconformably on the earlier 

formations and have remained relatively protected. from erosion by the 

overlying Tertiary lavas. The y01mgest of the Mesozoic rocks 

constitute a major part of the Sea of the Hebrides trough, and attain 

thicknesses of up to three kilometres in places (Binns et al, 1974). 

The sequences that make up the rather complicated Mesozoic 

geology are given below in ascending order. 

(a) Lower and Middle Triassic 

This group consists of thin beds of red sandstones and cornstones 

with conglomerates and breccias. It rests unconformably on the Moine 

Schists and is found to be best preserved in down-faulted bas;ns and 

hollO\\'S • 

(b) Upper Triassic 

This ; roup is comprised of thin beds or sandy or calc::reous 

limestones with some yellow sandstone uresent. 

(c) Lower Jurassic. 

This group contains t~o distinct rock types: 

(i) Bro~dford Beds:- the lower divi~ion of the Lower Jurassic. 

The beds are mainly calcareous, consisting of h~rdened sh~les and thin 

beds of compact limestone. 

(ii) Jabba beds:- a thick series of sandy, well-bedded sh.les 

containing scattered flakes of white mica. 

Both types are particul8rly fossilifero~s in cl~ces. 

(d) Middle Jurassic 

'i/hi te, fine-grained and well-bedded san lstores •nake up tl-:is grou';). 

The beds are well baked in pl~ces showinp no evidence of rossils. 

(e) Upper Jurassic 

Included in this gr'JUD are fine-grained, blcck, fissile s'-ales, 

calcareous shales, mudstones, fossiliferous licnestones and yellow or 
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red sandstones. 

UNC011FORMITY 

(f) Upper Cretaceous 

This group is represented by a trlin series of rn:Hine deuosi ts 

and white, desert sandstone, with some chalk present, that rests 

unconformably on the eroded Jurassic suTface. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2.1. Historical Background of the Ta~-p Method 

The derivation of ray parameter ~t·. in terms of T and A , the 

angular gis.tance, fr?!Il ,a spherically· st;ratified earth model and the 
. . . 

inver~i~n of obs'ervational dat~ to give velocity distributions as 

-. gi;en by Bullen (~963) la a useful ~tart:i,ng poin-t to· ah a~count of 

the history of themethod. 

The function'( (p) :;: T(p) - pX(p), is introduced by Gerver 

and Markushevich (1966) in their formulation of the solution of the 

problem of determining the velocity-depth function from traveltime 

curves, which is a generalisation of the Herglotz-Wiechert method 

(Herglotz, 1907; Wiechert, 1910) to a medium with low-velocity 

zones. 

Gerver and Markushevich (1967) state the conditions required 

for the existence of a unique solution to the inverse .problem, 

except in the low-velocity zones themselves. The conditions are 

that an infinite amount of perfectly accurate traveltime data at 

all distances from sources above and below all the low-velocity 

zones is present. 

Given a finite amount of data, Backus and Gilbert {1967) show 

that the number of velocity profiles that fit the measured data is 

either zero or infinite, and they also provide a method of selec.J:-

ing sui table profiles that is not affected by many of the limitations 

of the Herglotz-1,-iiechert method, as well as considering observational 

errors. Following the arguments of Brune (1964), it may be shown 

that errors in 't (p) due to errors Sp, in p are of second order in 

cS p. 

Taner and Koehler (1969) describe a method of estimating r.m.s •. 

velocities by employing hyperbolic searches for semblance among 

appropriately gathered arrays of traces and discuss the principles 

",·. 



! . 

for calculating ve.locity spectra displays~. 

Johnson and Gilbert (1972) apply the function to a linear.;. 

ised inversion method' and use it to examine core:and mantle velo~ity 
•• ' -.!. • . • ,. • .... ·.' 

stru6ture.using teleseismio_17ay data •. . :'.i 

.· :Bessonova et al (1974) use the tau method for inver~ion of 

traveltime~~ obtained from deep seismic so~ding data>py ~ssumfng 

spherical symmetry and a lower limit for the velocity in low-' 

velocity z~mes (from .the. results of Gerver and Markushevich, 1966). 

Bessonova et al (1970) also consider the tran~!ormation of limits 

for 'T (p) into limits for Y(p) - the velocity-depth function, and 

also obtain estimates of'T(p) from given traveltime data using their 

graphical method of parallelograms. 

A different method of _estimating 't(p) from travel time data is 

introduced by Bates and Kanasewich (1976). For each branch of the 

traveltime curve, they fit T observations-to a family of second 

order polynomials in X and then map the curves into the 't-p :plane. 

The method is modified to handle reflection data by Kennett (1977) 

whose method also allows bounds to be placed on the velocity-depth 

function in the reflecting region. 

Diebold and Staffa (1979) develop the exact form of the common 

mid-point traveltime equation in terms of X, 'T and p, and show that 

the resulting equation is valid for all val~s of X. They also show 
! ~ 

that the inherent averaging of slowness in a ~l:i-layered example 

in their formulation gives rise to distinct advantages over other 

methods in the presence of dip as well as presenting a method of 

deriving a velocity-depth function which is applicable to both reflect-

ed and refracted arrivals. This method is particularly relevant 

with respect to modern techniques of wide-angle, multichamfel, 

seismic data acquisition where data sets containing wide-angle reflect-

ions and refractions have been obtained (Staffa and Buhl, 1980). For 
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the large offsets present in this form of data set the more 

conventional methods of velocity analysis are invalid. 

Direct mapping of data in the X-T plane to tP.e 't -p plane 'is 

a~hieved by Staffa et al (1979) who uses 'waV'e stack a:nd semblance 

calculations across common mid-point gathers. Semblance is also 

used to derive a windowing filter t(? eliminate aliasing by setting 

an arbitrary threshold level of semblance below which the data are 

muted. 

Bowen (1980) suggests that this method of choosing arbitrary 

thresholds is unsatisfactory, and describes a modification to the 

'anti-aliasing stack' calculation by automatically excluding aliased 

portions of the summation trajectoriesfrom the stack. This more 

elegant method is shown to produce less waveform distortion and 

better alias discrimination. 

2.2. The General Form of the Traveltime Equation 

The following is a brief account of the basic principles and 

assumptions of the 't -p transformation. A more formal and detailed 

account is given by Diebold and Staffa (1979) from which the 

following summary is taken. 

The most general form of the travel time equati m is developed 

and is shown to be equally valid for reflections and refractions~ as 

well as for all values of offset and all commonly used experimental 

geometries. 

Consider a plane wave travelling in a homogeneous medium of 

velocity vas shown in figure 1. 

The total distance travelled in time ~t = v~t 

Resolving .the distance into components yields 

b..X = v At sin i (1) and 

AZ = v b..t cos i (2) 
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Fig.1 

AZ 

4X-----4~ 

The traveltime may also be resolved into component fo':'m; 

l:lt = p l:IX + q l:I.Z (3 

where p = sin i/v (4) 

·And q = cos i/v (5) 

Here, p is the horizontAl r~y p~rameter, or horizontAl slo~ness, 

and q is the vertical r~y pArAmeter, or verticAl slowness ('slowness' 

is ewiv:J_lent to the inverse of velocity). 

If the sloi-mess of the w:ve is u, where 

u = 1/v, 

t~er it is sim~le to show that 

2 2 
u = p + q 

,_ 

(6) 

Substituting for v fr0!':' erJUati;ns h and 5 int0 e'IWJtions l 'lnd ? 

yieLis 

p l:IX sin 
2 

i l:lt (7) A_nd -= 

q l:I.Z ? i ll.t (8) = cos 

combini· e~uations 7 -~~ R nroduces 

;Jl:IX + q l:IZ = l:l t (9) 

If 'l stack of n homogeneous, horiz0nbl layers of thickness 

~. is considerej, t~en the tot'll two-way traveltime may be ex~ressed 
1 

as the sum of cor.tri'utio~s fr0P1 e1ch l1y'>.r (figure 2). 
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n 
i.e. T = 22:: ll ti 

t"l 
n 

( pl!l xi. z.) = 2.L + ~ 
~·r • 

(10) 

From Snell's law, it may be shown that p is constant for waves 

across a horizontal interface since 

and therefore 

P, = p'l. (ll) 

Therefore equation 10 may be re-written as 

" T = pX+2[ qt Z. 
l•l 

~ 

= pX +'T (12), where 
n 

(13) 'L = 2r qL z. . 
t:at 

Equation 12 is tl:e e')uation of a straight line in the X-T 

plane with gradient p and intercept time 'T , which is tangential 

to the traveltime curve at the point (X,T). It is valid for all 

reflections and refractions. 

For a single layer case equation 13 simplified to 

'T = 2qZ 

= 2Z ( u2. - ~/l. (14) 

conse1uently, the contribution to 'L from a single lqyer may be 

written as 

(15) 

The pl:ysical meaning of 't is no'll rec:)gnisable as the aggregate 

of vertical slowness-thickness products as described by Bessonova 

(1974). It is clear that all information about l~yer thicknesses 

is contained in 'T. 

Equation 15 describes an ellipse in the 'T-p plane. ':'his may be 

readily stown as follows: 

~ 1 = (16) 
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For the single layer case, 

'1 1 (0) = 2qZ 

\~here 'l,(O) is the two-way, normal incidence traveltime for the 

single layer. (The horizontal phase velocity is zero for normal 

incidence). Thus equation 16 may be re-written as 

= I (17) 

where ~~ (o) and u
1 

are the semi-minor and semi-maj,r axes 

respectively. 

For the 1uadrant defined by positive ~ and p, o~e 1uarter of a 

complete ellipse is mapped, 'iS shovm in figure J. 

p 

tJo) 

1 
Fig.3 

For the multi-layered case each l~yer m~y be consi~ered as 

contributing one quarter of an ellipse to the r;11rve in the 'L -p 
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plane. The ellipses are then SUiflfTl<d to cive the complete 

tr1.jectory. A typical, tl-;ree-layer case is shown in figure 4. 

The wide-angle reflections are characterised by high energy 

arrivals as little energy esca~es into the lower layers. This 

leads to the well-defined outer limits. 

From equation 12 it is apparent that 

d'L /d.p = - X (18) 

So, for normal incidence, 

~/dp = 0 (19) 

For a horizontally prop~:,:z-ating \vave (at grazing incideree), the 

condition is 

dp/d't = 0 (20) 

2.3 The Effect of Dipping Layers 

In the presence of dip, tte form of the general tr->vel time 

e-::ur.ttion is modified (Diebo-cdani St.Jffr.t, 1979) and may be \vritten as 

( 21), .,,here 

- . ;v P a - s1n c:\ , 

An exAmple of 'l possible structure for which this er~uatio;- is 

ap?lic3ble is sho~~ in figure 5, and a complete derivation is rriven 

in Diebold 1nd Stoffq (1979). 

Using tte common-deptl;-point, or C. D.P., geometry as ir: fig·ure 

5 where sources 1~d receive~s ~regress at equal speed in oonosite 

directions ·.-~hlst m::int:-1::.nit1P,' a cormnon mid-~)oint is adv'lnt-l?,'PO'JS 

over F~e use of co:'H-::Jr. s-J~<rce or common receiver a.rrFJ.YS 'oec:1use the 

inherent 3.ver:-:gir.;;; of u-::--Jio 8rd :Jo·.m-dio slo•,.;nesses in the t:rqvel time 

en.u t:i:;r: le.=,ds U ·:re 1 ter accnr'lC~i in tre deter:'Tiin~ tion o -' :re vel oci t::r-
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CHAPTER 3 

This chapter is concerned with the method of transforming a 

data set in the X-T plane to that of ~ -p. 

3.1. Ray Parameter Stacking. 

The method of Stoffa et al (1979) uses an automatic ray parameter 

stacking method and is employed by Bowen (1980) and Smith (pers. comm.) () 

their computer programs to perform this transformation. 

It is apparent from e~uation 12 for the plane, horizontal layer 
(" 

case that a straight line such as that from a refracted arrival in 

X-T is transformed to a point in '"( -p and vice versa. 

Ray parameter stacking involves the discrete summation of data 

in X-T of a C.D.P. gather by taking linear trajectories of gradient p 

and intercept time '"( The value at the point (p,'l ) will be the 

sum of all X-T data thatareintercepted by this trajectory. By taking 

many values of ~ and p it is possible to obtain a compl~te mapping. 

The process is onl,'.' an apDroxima tion of the 1 true 1 values in 

'L-p however, because of the finite length of the observational data 

in X-T and the finite sampling density. Even so, the main problem in 

ob,aining good resolution is inhe:!'ent in the linear trqjectory 

su~~ation process. For refracted events ''lhich occur as straight l i.nes 

in X-T, there will be a large value of ray parameter stack at the 

sbgle point, say ( p, 'L ) , v1hich defines the straight line over i-Jl;ich 

the event occurs. Hence, 3 refraction gives a cle~rly defined 

maximum amplitude point in 'L -p. Reflectio:s will occur as 

ap~roximately hyperbolic events in X-T and will, therefore, map not as 

sirgle points in 'L -p, but as ellipses ~s sh1wn previ1usly. 

Thus, in X-T, no sirgle, linear trajectory will accurqtely 

describe the v1hole of a reflected wavefront, but rather a range of 

I 
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differeht trajectories is required. It is essentially a problem of 

attempting to model a curve by a series of straight lines. The method 

of Staffa et al (1978) relies on the assumption that it is possible to 

obtain a value of stack at the point corresponding to tangency that is 

significantly larger than the values obtained from non-tangentia1 tra-

jectories. The vAlidity of this assumption depends on the curvatu-re of 

the wavefront at the point of tangency, amongst other factors. 

3.2. Definition of Stack 

Stacking is a wel_l-known method of signal enhancement a.nd multiple 

sup~·ression and is com:'rehensivel'r described by Mr:tyne ( 1962). The 

concef't of slant stacking is suggested by Schultz and Claerbout ( 1978) 

in order to synthesize wavefronts and estimate velocities, anr:l is 

applied to common shot data to transform into a r-gath""r which is 

similar to the methods em-ployed in the !'Jrograms used in this ·,.;ork. Henry 

and Orcutt (1980) describe a method of slant stacking data at a number of 

ranges in order to synthesize tl-:e 'L -p cu"':'ve. 

The met~cd of stacking assumes that t~ere is some constant value, 

called the datum level, to wl:ich rand::>m noise has been added and from 

this assumption it follows that 

.. 

Stack, S = 1 
M 

wJ.:.- re 

f = datum level or r:trithmetic mean of the series 
~ 

nL = random noise 

M = number of elements 

Furtter, 

s = 1 (~fc +~n_.) 
M 

:: 1 [ f, 
M • (ro~ raridom noise) 

= M f. I M • 
s = f~ (22) 
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It is thus permissible to regard the stack as a filter passing 

only the mean level or D.C. component or the series. Since the D.C. 

level is zero for purely rand()m noise, a separation of signal from 

noise is achieved. 

A linear stack along a refraction will be well represented by the 

model described above, rut a curved reflection \~avefront clearly will 

not. This is nJt the only problem with the metrod of transformation 

of Staffa et al (1979). 

3. 3. !\liasing 

~liasing is the most serious pr~ctic~l problem in the method of 

ray parameter stacking previously described, and is inherent in the 

approximate nature of the transformation. In the st··1cking process, 

significant energy may be obtained from summations along trajectories 

that are not tang~ntial to any arrival in X-T but intersect the arrival 

non-tangentially. This efrectively reduces the signal to noise ratio 

thus diminishing the resolution. In extreme cases, aliasing from 

large energy arrivals may completely overwhelm the targenti,ll contri

bution from a low-energy arrivaJ. 

An example of the way that aliasing results from ray parameter 

stacking is shown in figure 6. 

The contribution from trajectory ~~ gives an aliased result, 

while the trajectory B gives the re•uired contribution ~o the stack. 

For a curved event in X-T, the aliased contribDtiJn will 

increase with the curvatuC"e or the event, and for sms.ll Qrf'set 

reflections, tte ali~sed contributi~n may be indistin~1is~able from 

the tar;gential one. 

For a li~ear evePt ir X-T, the difference betweer the c~nLribu~ 

tion from the ta.ngenti.al trq.jecbr·.' and an alicsed co~trib•.;tion \·Jill be 

a factor of N, ~here N is the number of chanrels over ,hie~ the 
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summation is performed, since the true tangent will 'intercept' the 

event N times while the alias will only intercent once. 

A typical curved event in X-T and its transform to 't -p, as 

shown in fi~1re 7, illustrates the region in which aliasing is likely 

to occur (indicated by shading), This area is defined by all 

trajectories that intersect the X-T curve. 

Aliasing is thus seen to arise because of the annroximations 

involved in the actual transformation ani is inherent in the method. 

"~ way of suppressing the effects of ali.1.sing ought therefore to be found. 

3.4 Alias Suppression Using the Semblance Function 

The semblance function, although originally developed for use in 

velocity analysis, is nevertheless useful for the supnression of alias-

ing because of its p~operty of emphasising coherent arrivals over 

several a:_~jacent channels with moderately low signal to noise redias. 

Tangential trajectories will sh0w simil8r values and characte~istics of 

stack across channels whereas aliases generally appear ~s single high 

values superposed onto the background noise. This s11ggests tba t 

semblance can be used as a 'window' function which ~ill produce unaliased 

data in '"'( -p. 

The semblance function may be defined as: 

Semblance, K = L (I {. Y/M L [ f/· 
~ .. to <h ~nne~ g .. te '"-'•L 

(23) 

where the gate is the time windo~ over whict tbe 01nction is calculg_ted. 

If on1y one sample :oer channel is considered, then it is straig!~t-

fJrward to show that semtl~nce may be expressed as a nor~~lised in~ut 

b output energ'J ratio since 

K =[L (f~ + nJ r /M L (fi + ni)
2 

= M2 f i 2; (N2 f2 i + M r fl.~) 
= 1 -~[n.2.}1MLf;.2. +[nc~ (?l+) 

Thus the maximum value of semblance is unity, when t~ere is no 

noise present. ',vhen the semblance is calcubted over a time gate, the 



.,· 
c 
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result is an average value over the gate-length and a high value is 

indicative of waveform similarity across channels. 

This function is calcul1ted over hyperbolic trajectories in the 

velocity analysis of reflection data, but linear trajectories are used 

here since values of semblance are required for particular values of 

ray parameter. As aliased summations tend to show less uniformity of 

waveform character over adjacent channels than tangential summations, 

the value of semblance ought to be lower for the aliased summa ti<:ms. 

It is therefore theoretically possible to discriminate against aliasing 

by arplying a windo'·Jing filter based on some arbitrary threshold level 

of semblance belov1 '.vhich all data are set to zero. 

Computer programs were written by Bow~n (1980) and Smith (pers.comm.) 

which automatically transform data from X-T into '1' -p and perform 

sembl2nce calculations for alias suppression. The C.D.P. data sets 

with wrich the programs 'tlere run 'llere provided f'.y synthetic seis "ogr-:rns 

rather than real rield data. This enabled a control to be ~ent over 

the input data and meaht th~t t'e results J~tained for the velocity 

structure could be directly compared to the origin~l mo~el from which 

the synthetic data was calculated. 

J.5. Problems ~ssociated with the Method. 

Amongst the proble'lls .associ a ted with i_r:terpreta tion of the 'T -p 

diagrams are:-

(a) The complete trajectory in the '1' -p quad~ant is not observed because 

the input data does not start at zero offset 0r continue to an infinite 

value of offset. 

A typical '1' -p trajectory for a sir.gle reflector is shown in 

figure 8. 
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p 

Fig.8 

The missing porti~ns ~t either end of the trajectory corres~ond 

to zero offset '.·:here p = 0 and ic,fini te offset .,,here p = 1/v. 

(b) The character ::Jf the · .. :aveform in 'L -p varies along the trajectory. 

This is because at t.he more curved regions of the X-'I' trajectory (at near-

offset) less of tr.e cranrels are intercepted by the summation trajectory 

and therefore the waveform is less well defined than ~t large ofrsets 

where the X-T event is more linear. ~lso some trajectories apnear 

not to detect the X-T event at all. This is d'Je to the way that the 

data are discret.ely sampled. 

(c) In the simple stacking program '.vi th no alias discrimimtion, 

aliasing is present even ror 'tiell-defined X-T curves with reb.tively high 

signal to noise ratios. U · bl nee thrAshol~ l~vels ~s a means o! s1ng sem a., _ 1 . 
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windowing the data, improvements in the signal to noise ratio in ~ -p 

are observed, but at the expense of a decrease in resolution, particularly 

at small values of p. 

3.6. A Modification to the Method 

The more sophisticated programs written by Bowen and Smith 

utilise a method of alias discrimination originally proposed by 

Schultz and Claerbout (1978). Since it is only the tangential summations 

that are required, it is clearly preferable to perform the stack calcu

lation across the tangential channels only, ignoring the contributions 

from other cLanr.els that may intercept events non-tanger.ti':'lly. Ag:ctin 

the semblance function is employed but in a rtifferent manner. Since the 

semblance should be higher along a trajectory in a region of tan:-·ency, it 

ought to be possible to identify this region by calculating the semblance 

for individual sectiors along the trajectory and t~en calcul~ting the 

stack for the region of highest semblance only, ignoring the rest of the 

trajectory. The metrod of achieving this computati:waE·' is to calcuhte 

the values o" the semblance and stack over a certain n'.lmb-:or of ch·,_nnels 

along the trajectory (the scan or window) then ste ~ the · .. ;indo'N 1long to 

ihe next position, re-calculate the functions, compare t!':e ne·t-~ semblance 

value with the old and retain the value of the stack corres~on:ii ·g t, the 

largest value of semblance, which will hopefully be the tangential pa~t, 

if there is one, of the trajectory. 

representation of the window. 

Figure 9 shows a :ii::Jgn:nm?..tical 

The results octained with the modified program are co:"si'lerably 

improved. There is better identification of reflected events in 

X-T, less distortion of wavef-orm character in ~-p and gre-:t-':er resoluU-:-r.. 

Program outputs showing~-p plots for synthetic ie'a ill~stra-':e -':!':ese 

points and are given by Bo~en (1980) and in chapter b of this thesis. 
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Listings of the programs are also given by Bowen (1980) and Smith 

(pers. comm.) and were written for use with the PDP11/34A/F.P.S. Array 

Processor Computing system owned by the Department of Geological 

Sciences, University of Durham. 

T 

Fig.9 

X 

summation 
trajectory 

\ ~reflections 

I 
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CHAPTER 4 

4.1 Program Test Runs 

The simple ray parameter stack programs and the modified· anti

alias programs were tested using synthetic data created by a program 

(ANSEl) which produces C~D.P. gathers by calculating the normal 

moveouts at selected offsets for a given stacking velocity structure,. 

and convolving the resultant impulse responsefunction with a Ricker 

wavelet, assuming plane, parallel, homogeneous layers. An example of 

the data used is shown in figure 10, with the input parameters 

indicated in figure 11. 

Bowen's simple program (ABPAN) was run with this data and the 

resulting output obtained is shown in figure 11, where the values 

along the P-8.xis are in milliseconds per metre. The predicted 

ellipsoidal trajectories are visible, but so are the features of wave-

form character distortion, limited resolution at large values of p and 

al.iasing. These are all to be expected because of the discrete 

sampling and the finite range of offset. 

Bowen's anti-alias program (AESCAN) was then run with the same 

data. In order to reduce the running time, values of stack and 

semblance at large values of~ and p were automatically zeroed. The 

result, shown in figure 12, shows increased resolutior, greater wave-
'~ 

form character consistency across adjacent channels and slightly 

extended trajectory range. 

Smith's program (MSTAUF) was run on a similar data set produced 

from a three-layer model with slightly different parameters, and the 

results obtained are as expected. In figure 13, the simple program 

has produced an output that suffers from all the faults of ABPAN. 

In addition to the inconsistency of waveform character along the 

trajectories the amplitude is also seen to vary. Aliasing is preva-

lent, the individual streaks corresponding to ali~sed tr8j"ctories 

•' 
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being visible, particularly for the lower ellipse where it intersects 

the '[-axis. This form of aliasing is partly due to the truncation 

of the data and is termed the 'end-effect' by Schultz and Claerbout (1978). 

It may be suppressed by extrapolation of the data beyond the axis, as 

well as by the methods already discussed. 

Figure 14 shows the result of running Smith's anti-alias program 

with the same data. The increase in resoluti0n and particularly in signal 

to noise ratio is just as dramatic as with Bowen's programs, al th011gh the 

consistency of waveform character leaves room for improvement with both 

anti-alias programs. The limited extent of the '[ -p trajectories, 

particularly at large values of p9 is due to the sm:1ll range of offset used 

in the model data set. 

The h10 anti-ali::Js programs are similar in the ·ny that they ,erform 

the transformation and so the similar results are to be expected. Smith's 

program has, however, a significantly smaller average running time which 

makes it more practical. The program \vas completed in August, 1 g82, by 

which time all of the data processing had been completed. Therefore, all 

of the '[ -p plots shown in Chapter 5 :01re nroduced from either Smith's 

simple program,or from Bowen's programs. 

4.2. Interpretation of the Tau-p Trajectories 

Interpretation of the ol:taiw~d results was a ttemrted lnd the limited 

range of the 'L -p trajectories wa~3 found to be a preble.-.;. ThP. ellipses 

are diffice1l t to follow at sm'1.ll values of 'L and this is the region of the 

trajectory •,.;here the velocity inform1tion is directly o:~t'lined (see figure 

4). None of the obtained plots cle~rly sho~ the upPer ellinse actually 

intersecting the p-axis to give the horizontal slowness of the upper 

layer, and neither the second nor third ellipses CJ.re cle·1rly seen to 

inLercept the ellipse above them. It requires extrapolation by eye, 

with the kmwledge that the trajectory becomes asymntotic to the norm.ql 

at the point of in'ersection, to estimate the co"'-rect V"l.lue of p. This 
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problem is simply due to the fact that the X-T dA.ta do not extend 

to an i finite offset. 

If the data havea particularly small range of offset then the 

extent of the~-p trajectory may·be so limited, such as in figure 15, 

that it may be difficult to accurately deduce the velocity structure 

by merely extrapolating the trajectory by eye. 

I 

Fig.15 · 

' ' I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

,/ ~region of 

extrapolation 

In this situation it may be necessary to :=tssume that the 

p 

trajectory is a true ellipse and then attempt to model it with a set of 

d i ffe!'<?r>t en i ~ses until a goo" fit is frnmd. A'ternatively it is 
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possible to obtain a unique solution to the required ellipse knowing 

o~ly two points that lie on it. This is apparent from the general 

equation of an ellipse: 

2 2 
.!2 + i£2 = 1 .· 
a b 

, where 

a = intercept on the x-axis · and 

b = intercept on the y-ax1s 

Since thereJare only two unknowns, a and b, in the equa1;ion, any 

two points on the ellipse will uniquely define it. 

The measure of accuracy of this method depends on the validity of the 

assumption that the ~-p trajectory is well represented by a true ellipse, 

and this may be difficult to assess accurately without direct knowledge 

of the velocity structure. 

The approximations that are inherent in the transformation ~recess 

which have been discussed arise from the method of modelling a curved 

event in X~T by a series of linear trajectories. The further problems 

of alia·sing, loss of resolution, distortion and limited trajectory range 

have all been considered. The major problem in estimating the velocity 

structure using synthetic data is the one of limited trajectory range but, 

as will be seen, the other limitations of the method may become more 

apparent when using real data. 
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CRAFTER 5 

).1. Frocessing Procedure 

The survey lines from which data are taken are shown in detail in 

figures 17 and 18, where the numbers m~rked on the lines refer to the 

magnetic tape file number on which the c.D.P. ,<rathers were recorded. The 

raw field data which wererecorded in the form of twenty-four ch~nnel 

common shotpoint gathers, wgredemultiplexed and sorted to obtain the 

required twenty-four fold C. D.P. ga tlcers. 1tli th the d.g_ ta in this form it 

'-'la3 decided to use only tr-.e first four seconds of record as onl·r the near

surface geologic~l features were of interest. An example of a typical 

C.D.P. gather is sho·.m in figure 21. The ini ti1l of'"set is 245 metres 

and the hydrorhone spacing is 100 metres. 

The data were then processed in order to increase the signal to 

noise ratio. The processes were ~erformed in the following order: 

(a) Bandpass filtering. High frequency noise was evident on the traces, 

so a bandpass filter with a cosine bell taper of width 10Hz was applied. 

This filter passed frequencies ~ithin the range 20 - 50 Hz without 

a ttenua t.ior .• 

(b) Trace ~dit. Some chanrels in the recording equipment were faulty 

and large glitches, or peaks, ~long the trace due to amvlifier switching 

faults were found to completely obscure the required sig~al. Those 

channels were zeroed. 

(c) 1-'olari ty reversal. During the connecting of tr·e hydronhones, some 

instruments ~ere connected ~ith their uola~ities reversed with resuect 

to the others. This i~ c~r~ected by anplying a polarity reversal down 

the length o~ the tr~ce. In practice it was found necess.g_r~ to reverse 

fo•Jr cr:c:nr-.els fo~ lir:e 7 and five cha.r:::els for line 9. 

(d) Normalisation of each trace to unit amrlitude enatling arriv~ls 

to be directly cGmparable across the gather. 
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The general poor quality of the data is re'3.dily seen from the 

unprocessed C.D.P. gather shown in figure 19. Of the 42 files on which 

the 't-p programs were run, only 17 were of sufficient q11ality to be 

interpreted and are shown in table 1. On average, at least two or 

three channels from every gather had to be zeroed due to glitches. A 

less extreme example of a glitch is shown on channel 17 in fi~1re 22, 

which is one of the best quality gathers. For comparison, figure 21 

shows the same gather before processing. The no~se is particularly 

evident on the furthest channels and tends to mask the data, even when 

the bandpass filtering has been applied. Generally, it is of high 

frequency and hence appears as an ap~roximately constant high frequency 

signal. Similarly, the more extreme cases of glitching where whole 

portions of traces up to about one quarter of a second lon~ ~re swamped 

by a continuous signal, result in a constant frequency signal after the 

bandpass filtering has been applied. How extensive this amplifier 

fault is, and its effect on;the data is shown in figure 19 which is an 

example of the quality of tte maj~rity of data. In most cases, the only 

arrival to be seen clearly and that could be followed along the chan~els 

was the first refracted arrival. 

5.2. Interpretation 

When interpreting refracted ::trrivals, the effect of din should be 

taken into account. For the case of a uniformly dipp'ng bed as shown in 

fig11re 20, the observed (or apparent) velocity may be c~rrected to give a 

true value. 

X cos~ 
v1 

(X +d) co.s.0' 
v1 

and 

, 

where ts, '· tR,,. t$" and t'Ra are the delay times below· the 

indicated points to the refracting boUllldary. 
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X+d 
X 

~ Fig.2Q 

The apparent velocity V~ 

d/ ( \ + \ + (X+d )cos0 
2. 2. v1 

is given by 

_ \ _ t _ Xcos¢ ) 
I 1!.1 v 1 

But it may -readily be shown that 

ts + tR = 
1 I 

Therefore, d 
v' = -=---::-~ 1 dcos0/V1 

= v1/cos0 (27) 

This derivation is still valid if the sou~ce 

and receiver positions are interchanged. 

So, for a dip of 8°, the apparent velocity is 

1.11 times the actual value.For dips of less than 

8° the correction will be negligible and for the 

data in tables 1 and 2 no corrections are needed. 

5.3. Results 

5.3.1. Line 7 

The data were processed from file 352 'nwards as the pirst few 

hundred files were recorded while the 'ship was changing direction, and 
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a velocity analysis was rerrormed on every fifteenth file. 

From the file 352 to file 607, the basement is Lew;sian and the 

first refracted arrivals are seen on the C.D.P. gathers. Further dovm 

the time axis, the traces are very noisy, es,ecially those at large 

offset, and result in very noisy T-p plots, examples of which are 

shown in figures 23 and 24. As it is the furthest channels wrich are 

the major contributors of noise, it was decided to zero all of them from 

an arbitrarily chosen channel, in this case channel 12, onwards and to 

re-calculate the ~-p plot to see if any improvement was made. However, 

the fact that the total offset was so severely reduced meant that any 

elliptical trajectory present would have been reduced in extent, and 

also the random noise did not cancel out to the same degree as it would 

have done had the full twenty-four channels been present. Overall 

there was no significant improvement and it was decided to retain the 

full twenty-four channels, even though the ~-p plots showed no well-

defined, elliptical trajectories. Even the point of local mqJdmum stack 

that corresponds t·o the refracted arrival through the Lewisian is not 

apparent. This is hardly surprising when the ampl'tude of this arrival 

is compared with the amplitude of the other reflected arrivals or the 

noi.se. Since the rock is very hard and dense relative to the overlying 

water layer, most of the seismic energy is reflected from the sea floor 

rather than transmitted through it. 

The value of semblance in the ~-p plane was plotted (figure 25). 

The data are contoured, which seems to show the maxima rather more cle ;rly. 

It would perhaps h0ve been preferable if a program had been writtPn to 
. 

present the value of stack in the ~-p plane in contoured form, but in 

view of the time available this vias considered impractical. The values 

of semblance in 'L- p should theoretically resemhle the 

e.llipt.ica~ t,raj ect.aries of staeJt. 
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LINE 7 FILE 487 

P R 0 C E S S I N G EB R A MJ_ T Eli S 

N~. OF CHANNELS ~ 24 
SAMPLES PER CHAN~EL = 1024 
SAMPLE DELAY == 0 
LEVEL ~F INTERPOLRTI~N = 
CHANNEL 1 OFFSET = 245.0 
CHANNEL SPACING == 100.0 
SAMPLING INTERVAL MS == 4 
SIART OF ANALYSIS MS = 4 
END DF ANALYSIS' MS 1500 
TIME STEP MS == 8 
DPERATOR GATEWIDTH MS =8 
START RAY PAR. S/KM = 0.00 
END RAY PAR. S/KM = 0. 70 
RAY PAR. STEP S/KM == 0.03 
MIN. CONTDUR VALUE = 0.10 
C~NT~UR INTERVAL = 0.05 
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Although the elliptical traj ecta.ries are not apparent. it is 

possible to see local maxima •. In figur.e 25 the maximum (a) 

probably corresponds to a refracted wave.The maxima diTectly, 

below it with identical p-values are either multiple 

arrivals or spurious effects due to noise.In most cases the 

pulse will be extended in the '(-direction dUf to the nature 

o~ the source and the proximity of both the~ource and th~ 
, I 

detector to the- water surface which may cau;se unwanted re-
: \r 

flections~This leads to ambiguity in the ~~~alue chosen to. 

represent the event and results in an er~r of ±o .05 milli.
:; 

seconds in 'L .The beginning of the pulse (its smallest rr

value) is taken for simplicity and consistency,although 

taking the centre of the event may also be justified since 

the discrete sampling density of the data , random noise 

and correlation with the original X-T data are all factors 

which may affect the final choice of 't"-value • 

For the first arrival marked on figere 25, the correspon0.ir,g v.•:we 

h:-,s a velocity given by the inverse of its p-v2,lue (1•73 milli-

seconds per metre) which is 5·8 km/s. This value .s.ss1lmes that the 

refracting layer is a plAne, horizontal 13yer. The aver8ee value 

of dip was calculated for this rather and found to be less than 0·2° 

which did n::>t significantly affect the final result. This value 

agrees \oJi th the cr:tlcul8 ted velocity o_: the first arrival marked A 

on the C.D.P gather in figure 22 to within the limits of '!CCl;racy of 

the res1;lts. The value of dip for the file from whicn figure 22 is 

taken is 2lso negligible. Since this arrivAl is the first to be 

seen on the gather (the water wave is consider2,bly slo·,:er) be me'J.sured 

velocity corresp8nds to the velocity of the Lewisian b~sernent. From 

the calculations performed on all of the rood qual:ty c.D.P gAthers 

and 'T -p semblance plots up to file 607, the velocity of the Le11isian 
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a:p:r:ears to lie within the range of 5·1 to 5·8 km/s (see table 1). Using 

the table of velocit~~ for different rock types within the Lewisian, 

complex given by Hall . .and Al-Haddad (1976), the Lewisian in this area 

appears to have a I!lat~Y:"gua.rtzo-feldspathic composition with the possible 
vi? 

addition of some pegz~1ftes and amphibolites. The value of 4•4 ± 0.] 

' .~·) 
km/s calculated fr9~:'''file 517 should also be noted. It was not used 

I! 
to calculate the aV:~rage velocity of the Lewisian quoted in table 1. 

\'•' 
•,"I 

This is justifiabl~:; on both statistical and geological grounds, although 

it is impossible to interpret this one result as definitely representing 

an isolated area of lava, even though they appear to exist in the area. 

The errors quoted in talHe 1 arise from :-

i) the error in 'the calculate.d velocity of sea-water. 

The value.s calculated from the few X-T and 't -p 

semblance plots on. which the event representing 

the direct water wave was visible were within a 

range of 0.2 km/s. This is because of the diffi

culty of distinguishing the event f~om noise. 

ii)e~rors in the velocities calculated f~om the X-T 

and ~-p plots due to the difficulty of disting-

uishing the events undulations in the sea-bottom 

which give rise to changes in 'L (these errors are 

small since the events appear to be generally well

aligned in X-T ) , errors im. the measurement of dip 

angle (this is also of minor importance as the 

error in the calculated dip is negligible (! 0.4°) 

and the actual value was small enough to ignore any 

dip correction) and inaccuracies or inconsistencies 

in the experimental a~rangement due to speed or 

direction changes of the boat. 
I 

Second a~rivals due t~ reflected waves from within 

the Lewisian were not seen , verifying the observations 

of Binns et al (1974). 
' ,•··:. 



TABLE 1 

FILE + VELOCITY-S.E. OF 
FIRST ARRIVAL(km/s) 

337 5.8 = 0.4' 

352 5.1 + 0.4 -
397 5.5 + 0.4 -
412 5.7 + 0.4 -
442 5.4 + 0.4 -

+ 457 5.2 - 0.4 

517 4.4 + 0.4 -
547 5.8 + 0.4 -
577 5.5 + 0.4 -
607 5. 1 + 0.4 -
652 4.3 + 0.4 -
667 4.3 + 0.4 -
697 4.5 + 0.4 -
712 2.8 + 0.4 -
847 2.3 + 0.4 -

+ 892 2.5 - 0.4 

952 2.5 + 0.4 -

s.E. = standard error 
S.D. = standard deviation 
SEMB. = semblance 

OBTAINED 
FROM: 

SEMB .. 

C.D.P. 

C.D.P. 

C.D.P. 

C. D.P. 

C.D.P. 

C. D.P. 

SEMB. 

C.D.P. 

BOTH 

BOTH 

C.D.P. 

SEMB. 

BOTH 

SEMB. 

SEMB. 

SEMB. 

BOTH = G.D.P. and semblance 

AVERAGE S.D. ROCK 
VELOCITY (km/s) TYPE 
.Lkml_al 

5.5 0.28 LEWIS IAN 

1- - - - - - - - . -LAVA? 

4.4 0.12 LAVA 

2.5 0.21 MESOZOIC 
SEDIMENTS 
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Some events corresponding to first refracted arrivals 

were observed em some of the 'L -p semblance plots. No 

single , unique event could be seen to represent the 

second arrival. In figure 25 the events marked b1 ,. b-z and 

b3 appear with velocities 2.5, , 2.7 ~nd 2.9 km/s respect

ively. They a~e unlikely to represent real arrivals in 

view of their large intercept times and ar& mo:st. probably 

spurious effects due to the poor quality of the data. On 

comparison with the original X-T data , no corresponding 

events could be detected. 

No other clearly defined events were distinguishable 

on any of the plots. I'he event marked (c) in t·igure 25 is 

prQbably a spurious effect produced by noise on the traces. 

Certainly , it is unlikely that there would be any layers 

of lowe-r velocity beneath the Lewisian that would be visible 

on a seismic record. This , and the fact_- that the event 

appears to be an isolated occureiLCe not appearing om any 

other semblance plots , leads to the conclusion: that it is 

a spurious effect and should be treated as so in an inter

pretation. 

The values of stack in~-p shown in figures 23 and 24 are 

difficult to interpret as the data are so noisy. The ellipse 

representing the reflection from the Lewisian is impossible 

to detect amongst the noise although there is ~ local max

imum in figure 24 at a p-value of about 0. 4 ms/m ( veloci ty=c' 

2.4 km/s ) and is labelled (b) infigure 25. This event 
L __ _ 

is probably spurious as it is more likely that event (a) is 

real rather than event (b) in view of the large 'L-value of 

event (b) , and the fact that the velocity Olf (a) is nearer 

to that to be expected for the Lewisian. 
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Figures 23, 24 and 25 are typical examples of the program 

outputs generated during tP..J.~ work. In. most cases the data 
(' ,; ~· . 

are of insufficient qualitY~\for interpretation f-rom the l: -p 

plots of the types show~:~n figures 23 and 24 and velocities 
' '· ; ~~ ~ 

were picked from· the semblance plots as shown i~ figu~e 25 

or calculated from the C.D.P. gathers as shown in figure 22. 

Some typical plots of files up to numbe~ 562 are shown in. 

figures 26-29. Th~ axes, as on all the plots shown in this 

thesis, are as labelled in figures 23, 24 and 25. 

From file 607 to file 697 there is a change in veloci.ty of 

the first refracted arrival to a value of 4.4 km/s (see table 

1). This is the region of the Minch fault zone. This normal 

fault forms the western boundary of the Sea of the Hebrides 

trough and divides the LeWisian from the Mesozoic rocks. The 

program outputs were studied to see if the effects of the 

fault were visible, but most of the files in this relatively 

small region were of too poor quality to yield any useful 

information. This was due to the overall low quality of the 

data and a reduction in the number of usable channels because 

of a change of recording tape~ The first arrival on file 652 

confirmed that the fault zone had been, or was being traverse 

and that refractions were now being detected from rocks withi 

the trough. 

From files 652 to 952 there appears to be thr~e distinct 

velocities visible on the semblance plots. Files 652 to 697 

show a series of events corresponding to refractions at 

velocities of 4.3 to 4.5 km/s. This even~ is best seen on the 

semblance plot of file 652 (figure 30). For comparison,. figur 

31 shows the value of stack in ~-p for the same file. It is 

apparent that there is an event with a p-value around 0.25 

ms/m but the exact value is more difficult to pick. 

The semblance plot of file 697 (figure 32 ) appears to show 
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all three of the events mentioned above. The 5.5 km/s arrival 

is most probably a spurious effect because of its very early 

arrival time which is in.consisten,t: with the measured water depth 

in that area. File 697 is the last file to show an event witl 

a velocity of 4.5 km/s. This even·t is probably a spurious effec· 

as implied by the large 't -value. Comparison with the X-T plot is 

inconclusive to decide d~finitely. If the 5 .. 5 km/s event is 

ignored~ it could conceivably have the following causes: 

i)There is a compressed layer of Mesozoic rocks in this area 

produced by the movement in the fault zone. 

ii)The underlying Torridonian (McQuillan and Binnst-1973) has 

outcropped in this locality through faulting. 

iii)There has been an intrusion of Tertiary lava. 

Of these, ii) and iii) seem most plausible. The observed 

velocity of 4.4 km/s is ~easonable for either model. Smythe and 

Kenolty (1975) quote velocities af 4.1 and 3.6 km/s for lavas i 

the area of the Sea of the Hebrides some 10 to 15 km northwest 

of Canna, while the sections and maps given by McQuillan and 

Binns (1973) suggest that Tertiary lavas are present in the 

locality. For these reasons it seems more likely that lavas are 

the more probable of the alternatives if the first a~rival of 

5.5 km/s is ignored. 

After file 697, there are no more appearances of events with 

velocities around 4.4 km/s, possibly suggesting that this loc

' at ion marks the eastern boundary 0,f the Minch fault zone. The 

~vent (c) in figure 32 is spurious due to its large ~-value.Fi: 

urea 3} and 34 compare both of Bowen's programs. 

Although the aliased trajectory indicated im f'igure 33 is supp-

ressed in the anti-alias plot, there is no other apparent in

terpretational advantage in using the more sophisticated and 

computationally more time-consuming program with data of this 

quality. 
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From files 697 to 952 (the last to be processed) the firs~ 

refracted arrival appears with a velocity in the ~ange 2.3 to 

2.8 km/s, which is the result to be expected for Mesozoic ~ocks 

(Smythe and Kenolty, 1975)~ The large ~-values mean that these 

events are probably spurious. Typical examples of the plots 

obtained in this region are shown in figures 35 to 39 with 

similar p-valued events indicated. 

No further events are clearly seen below the Mesozoic and the 

strong reflections and moderate to low velocities agree with the 

results of Binns et al (1974). 
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LINE 7 FILE 652 FIG.30 

PROCESSING PARAMETERS 

NO. OF CHANNELS = 24 
SAMPLES PER CHANNEL = 102G 
SAMPLE DELAY = 0 
LEVEL OF INTERPOLATION = 1 
CHANNEL 1 OFFSET = 245.0 
CHANNEL SPACING = 100.0 
SAMPLING INTERVAL MS = 4 
START OF ANALYSIS MS = 4 
END OF ANALYSIS MS 1500 
TIME STEP MS = 8 

·oPERATOR GATEWIDTH MS =8 
START RAY PAR. S/KM = 0.00 
END RAY PAR. S/KM = 0.50 
RAY PAR. STEP S/KM = 0.02 
MIN. CONTOUR VALUE = 0.10 
CONTOUR INTERVAL = 0.05 
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LINE 7 FILE 697 FIG.32 

PR~CESSING PARAMETERS 

N~. ~F CHANNELS = 24 
SAMPLES PER CHANNEL = 1021 
SAMPLE DELAY = 0 
LEVEL ~F INTERP~LATION = 
CHANNEL 1 OFFSET = 245.0 
CHANNEL SPACING = 100.0 
SAMPLING INTERVAL MS = Y 
START ~F ANALYSIS MS = Y 
END ~F ANALYSIS MS = 1500 
TIME STEP MS = 8 
~PERAT~R GATEWIDTH MS =8 
START RAY PAR. S/KM = 0.01 
END RAY PAR. S/KM = 0.50 
RAY PAR. STEP S/KM = 0.02 
MIN. C~NTOUR VALUE = 0.10 
CONT~UR INTERVAL = 0.05 
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PROCESSING PARAMETERS 
' 

NO. OF CHANNELS = 24 
SAMPLES PER CHANNEL = 102' 
SAMPLE DELAY = 0 
LEVEL OF INTERPOLATION = 

CHBNNEL 1 OFFSET = 245.0 
CHANNEL SPACING = 100.0 
SAMPLING INTERVAL MS = 4 
START OF ANALYSIS MS = 4 
END OF ANALYSIS MS = 1500 
TIME STEP MS = 8 
OPERATOR GRTEWIDTH MS =8 
START RAY PAR. S/KM = O.OC 
END RAY PAR. S/KM = 0.70 
RAY PAR. STEP S/KM = 0.~3 

MIN. CONTOUR VALUE= 0.10 
CONTOUR INTERVAL = 0.05 
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PROCESSING PARAMETERS 

N~. ~F CHANNELS = 24 
SAMPLES PER CHANNEL = 102 
SAMPLE DELAY = 0 
LEVEL OF LNTERPOLRTION = 

CHANNEL 1 OFFSET = 245.0 
CHANNEL SPACING = 100.0 
SAMPLING INTERVAL MS = 4 
START Of ANALYSIS MS = 4 
END OF ANALYSIS MS = 1500 
TIME STEP MS ::: H 
OPERATOR GATEWIDTH MS =8 
START RAY PAR. S/KM = 0.0 
END RAY PAR. S/KM = 0.70 
RAY PAR. STEP S/KM = 0.03 
MIN. C(jNTOUR VALUE = 0.10 
CONT(jUA INTERVAL = 0.05 
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LINE 7 FILE 952 FIG.38 

PRGCESSING PARAMETERS 

NG. OF CHANNELS = 24 
SAMPLES PER CHANNEL = 10 
SAMPLE DELAY = 0 
LEVEL OF INTERPOLATION ~ 

CHANNEL 1 GFFSET = 245.0 
CHANNEL SPACING = 100.0 
SAMPLING INTERVAL MS = 4 
START GF ANALYSIS MS = 4 
END GF ANALYSIS MS 150; 
TIME STEP MS = 8 
GPERATOR GATEWIDTH MS =8 
START RAY PAR. S/KM = 0.1 
END RAY PAR. S/KM = 0. 70 
RAY PAR. STEP S/KM = 0.0: 
MIN. CDNTGUR VALUE = 0.1! 
CDNTDUR INTERVAL = 0.05 
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5.3.2. Line 9 

Data were processed from file 277 to file 652 so as to include the 

Torridonian and Mesozoic rocks (figure 18). Velocity analysis was per-

formed on every fifteenth file and the average dip for the file was 

calculated and corrected for, as for line 7. The overall quality of 

the data from line 9 was poorer than from line 7 and the number of 

C.D.P. gathers of sufficient quality that were obtained was only fourteen. 

An example is shown in figure 40. All the results obtained are summar-

ised in table 2. All of the 'L-p semblance plots were noisy, and the 
l 

first refracted events were indiscernable. Figure 41 shows a typical 

example. The everits lying between p = 0•60 to 0•70 11s/m repr.,;sent the 

direct water wave, but other events are difficult to ideLtify. The 

events with p-values of 0'40 ms/m and 0•17 ms/m may be due to refract-

ions or merely spurious effects - it is impossible to say which. 

From file 277 to file 502, the velocity of the first refracted 

arrival is relatively constant and has an average value of 4·6 km/s. 

This is interpreted. as being the velocity of the Torrid·mian and is 

in fair agreement with the v:1lue of 4·8 km/s quoted b.:r Smythe et al 

( 1972) for the Torridonian around northern Skye, and b.- Surruners 

(pers. comm.). 

The data from file 577 \o file 652 are of partic~larly bad q~ality. 

Several changes of recording tape and the excessive nJ:i.se from glitches 

rendered tr:e majority of eve;-, the C.D.P. gathers completely useless .:or 

interpretation. The only two files that could be ir-terpreted gave 

velocities for the first refracted arrival as 2•4 k11,/s and 3•9 km/s. 

The former result agrees with the value of velocity calcula~ed fJr the 

Mesozoic rocks in line 71 but the latter result does ·ot. The com-co-

si tion and velocity of the Mesozoic rocks 11ay well di_:'fer bet\veen t!-.e 

area around line 9 and A-round line 7, and U:ere is r.c reasor to assume that 

the velocities will A-gree exactly. Nevertheless, t~.e value of 3·9 km/s 



TABLE 2 

FILE + VELOCITY-S.E. OF 
FIRST ARRIVAL(km/s) 

277 4.6 + - 0.4 

292 4.9 + 0.4 -
307 4.6 + 0.4 

322 4. 1 + 0.4 -
337 4.9 + 0.4 -
397 4.4 + 0.4 -

+ 412 4.4 - 0.4 

427 4. 1 + 0.4 -
442 4.4 + 0.4 -
457 4.9 + 0.4 -
487 4.9 + 0.4 -
502 4.4 + 0.4 -
577 3.9 + 0.4 -
592 2.4 + 0.4 -

S.E. = standard error 
S.D. = standard deviation 

OBTAINED AVERAGE S.D. ROCK 
FROM: VELOCITY 

(km/s) 
(km/s) TYPE 

C.D.P. 

C.D.P. 

C.D.P. 

C.D.P. 

C.D.P. 

C. D.P. 
4.6 0.30 TORRID-

C.D.P. ON IAN 

C,D.P. 

C.D.P. 

C. D.P. 

C. D.P. 

C.D.P. 

C.D.P. MESOZOIC 
- - SEDIMENTS 

C.D.P. (?) 
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seems inordinately high but because of the lack of good data, reasonable 

interpretation is impossible. The discrepancy may be due to geological 

reasons, but is more likely to be merely a reflection of the poor 

quality of the data and the ambiguity of choosing the first refracted 

event on the C.D.P. gather, particularly as the amplitude of this 

event is considerably smaller than the subsequent arrivals further down 

the trace. These will tend to swamD the first arrival when the normal-' ~ 

is.a tion process is applied. 

Second refracted arrivals were impossible to discern on all the 

files along line 9. 

As with line 7, the quality of t~e data has been insufficient for 

interpretation to be made with the 'L-p rn.ethod alone, and with the 

lowest quality data the method has been completely impotent. Figure 42 

is a typical example. Only the simplest of interpretations has been 

presented since any further detail is unjustified. 
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PROCESSING PARAMETERS 

NO. OF CHANNELS = 24 
SAMPLES PER CHANNEL = 1024 
SAMPLE DELAY = 0 
LEVEL OF INTERPOLATION = 1 
CHANNEL 1 OFFSET = 245.0 
CHANNEL SPACING= 100.0 
SAMPLING INTERVAL MS = 4 
START OF ANALYSIS MS = 4 
END ~F ANALYSIS MS = 1500 
TIME STEP MS = 8 
OPERATOR GATEWIDTH MS =8 
START RAY PAR. S/KM = 0.00 
END RAY PAR. S/KM = 0. 70 
RAY PAR. STEP S/KM = 0.03 
MIN. CONTOUR VALUE = 0.10 
CONTOUR INTERVAL = 0.05 
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COJ\:CLUSION 

The purposesof this work were to investigate the velocity 

structure of regiors in the Sea of the Hebrides and to determine 

\~hether or not the 't-p transfor11 is apulic3.ble to the 

interpretation. The velocity structure was determined and a~rpears 

generally to be consistent vii th previous \·JOrk, al thm1gh some slight 

differences are ~pparent. It was found the the 't-p t-r·ans forma tirm w 1s 

of seriously limitei practical ap~licability fo~ this ~ork b2cause of 

the quality of the d'lb. lJois'r ch-:m?~·?ls, iue to e;uiprnent failu-re, 

~nd the limited offset rendered the 't-p trans~ormation wholly 

inappropriate and rec1urse to simpler, conventional methods of 

interpretation was found necessary. Howevec-, the lJsefulness of the 

transformation shonld not be judged solely on the !'esnl ts obb.ined 

in this v1ork. With better quality data, it may -rove to be useful 

not only in interpretation but also in urocessing ro,,tines as 

mentioned briefly by McMechan and Ottolini (1980). A way of util'sing 

the transform is to apuly it in the norm~l way to X-T data, t~en to 

remove the unwanted, spurio's effects s:tc~ 1s aliasing and finally 

to apcly the transformation to the 

the origi~al X-T dat~. In this way the fi~al signal to noise rntio 

should be increased' since the "'( -p i 'ta set f'-.;ci l' h tes +.he ry;rtial 

separation of ~·ure s igr.1l from no' se. :his n-rocrss is cur-rentl~ 

being investi~ated in industry ~nd ~p ears to be succPssful in 

improving the quality of C,D.F. gat~ers ~efa~e the~ are stackei. 
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